Problems Software Configuration Management
• Over time, a software system can exist in many versions:
-revisions created as developers check in changes -configurations intended for different hardware, operating system, or application environments 
SCM Activities
• Version control
• Build management
• Environment management
• Change management
We have seen some tools oriented towards some of these.
• 
Baselines
• A major challenge of SCM is coping with multiple baselines that must -co-exist and -be actively maintained.
• Major issues are -deciding when to "freeze" on a version of an imported library 
Environment Management
Coping with the different environments in which the software may need to be installed and/or built.
• Strategies include -separate files CS795* Easier to manage in the C/C++ world than in Java -deltas (patches) -conditional compilation * Favored in the C/C++ world * Harder to support in Java world -dynamic loading * Common in the Java world * Often controlled by "property files" that name modules to be employed for designated tasks in a given installation. 
Common Practices Baselines Managed by Build Manager

• Build manager is told what external libraries are needed -including desired versions
• Build manager may be responsible for collecting desired versions of both external and internal code from version control.
Change Management
In large organizations, changes are approved by a Change Management Board. E.g., the team working in an exploratory branch has demonstrated an attractive new feature.
• Should we adopt it?
-If so, which of the version code lines should it be added to?
. 
CS795
Change Propagation
Even in smaller projects, the issue of change propagation across code lines needs to be kept in mind.
• The whole "main trunk moves forward" idea presumes that most release changes are synced into the trunk: 
Simpler Project Structure
In current practice,
• Large projects composed of multiple subprojects are discouraged
• in favor of smaller, independent projects (e.g., one per original subproject)
-A common rule of thumb is that one project should produce one product (e.g., a single Jar file)
-Plus, perhaps, a source distribution. 
